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Stow Australia
We deal with many contractors in all aspects of our business. But I would say that
our experience with Stow has them up there with our best major contractors ...
some who have worked with us for years.”
Select Harvests

Testimonials
Testimonials
See what some of our major clients have said about our
world-class pallet racking products and service...

“They were everything we could have hoped for in a supply partnership. Their expertise
and advice was invaluable and a major factor for the sites' success”.
Ray Montague - Montague Cold Storage
“Stow Australia ticked all the boxes. Their European pedigree and local knowledge
enable them to design storage solutions that are flexible and ‘future-proof’”.
David Kendall - General Carrying
"Stow enabled us to maximise space in our new DC so we have SKU flexibility as our
business grows.”
Leigh McDonald - Kumho Tyres
“Stow’s attention to detail and focus on getting “The Right Result” for us was
outstanding”.
Warren Sailsbury - McCormick Foods
“We were keen to realise the benefits of our new facility as quickly as possible given we
had outgrown our old DC. So it was great to have consistent communication with Paul
Johnson and his team to get it done on time,”
Mike Brendle - Techtronic Industries (TTI)
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Our National Team

“Dedication to quality and investment in production
provide the infrastructure for a business, but it is
really our people that set us apart”

Stow Australia, part of the Stow Group, is a global leading pallet racking
and warehouse Storage Solutions company. We design and install
innovative, cost effective storage solutions nationwide. Our dedicated
team of designers, project managers and installers have worked on some
of Australia’s largest storage projects and bring an extended wealth of
experience, knowledge and surety to our customers.
We pride ourselves on personal service and delivering on our
commitments. With one of the most experienced teams in the industry,
Stow Australia provides personal service from start to finish.
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The Stow Group
> European Headquarters in Belgium
> State of the art, fully automated production facility
> Commitment to innovation through Research & Development

The Stow Group, founded in 1977, is an international company
with three production plants, affiliated companies and an
extensive distribution network. We provide solutions for your
needs in over 30 countries - with the knowledge of over 600
employees worldwide and customized, innovative engineering.
Being one of the world’s three largest racking producers and with
an annual turnover of $500 million Euro, Stow has firmly cemented
its place in the global racking market.
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Our Product Range
DOUBLE DEEP ATLAS SHUTTLE

LONGSPAN
SHELVING

SELECTIVE

DRIVE-IN

STOCK ROTATION

Rapid

Limited (LIFO only)

Moderate

Rapid (FIFO or LIFO)

Rapid

PICKING
ACCESSIBILITY

Excellent 100%

Limited 20%

Medium 50%

Excellent 100%

Excellent 100%

STORAGE DENSITY

Low

High

Moderate

High

Low

MAX HEIGHT OF
STORAGE

12m +

12m +

12m +

40m +

2.5m or Multi-Tier

MECHANICAL
HANDLING
EQUIPMENT

Walk Behind/
Ride On Stackers.
Counter Balance/
Reach Trucks.

Counter Balance/
Reach Trucks.

Double Deep
Reach Forklift.

Counter Balance/
Reach Trucks.

None.
Hand-Picking Only.

PICKING RATE

Fast

Slow

Moderate

Fast

Fast

Warehousing for
5000+ pallet
locations.
High volume with
Low SKUs.

Spare Parts, Carton
Storage, Apparel,
Pharmaceutical and
Office Storage.

Bulky, heavy goods.
Perishable goods
that require fast
accessibility.
High bay
warehouses.

Light duty
storage that does
not exceed 200kgs
per shelf level.

POPULAR
INDUSTRY
APPLICATION

SUITABLE FOR...

Virtually any
industry.

Double Deep

Automotive, 3PL,
Warehousing of
limited product lines Cold Storage and
Manufacturing.
with high volume.

Large quantities of
Any product, as
homogenous
bays can be custom
fit to suit. Can be products that do not
all need to be
fitted with
accessories such as
accessible
Mesh Desks.
immediately.

Any product, as
bays can be
custom fit to suit.
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Long Span Shelving

Our Services
> Design
> Project Management and Installation
> Service Inspections and Repairs
> Make Goods and Buy-Backs

Design

Project Management and
Installation
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Service
Inspections and Repairs

Make Goods and Buy-Backs

Design

With the best design team in the country,
Stow Australia is continuing our
“Excellence in European Design”

From the very first consultation, our team works with you to identify
your business needs to create your storage solution.
Our design team at Stow Australia has over 25 years industry
experience and can design and cater for any warehouse requirements.
Every client has a dedicated account manager and designer that
works with them from quotation through to completion. We utilize
cutting edge engineering software which is independently certified,
thus ensuring all solutions meet the industry requirement of Australian
Standard AS4084-12.
Our Design and Sales teams are both constantly updated with new
materials and products from Stow. This ensures that we produce and
install the solution your business needs.
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Project Management and Installation

From the very first meeting, you have a
dedicated team who will see your project
through from concept to completion...
No matter what size project!

Project Management is a core competency at Stow Australia. Our project
managers are vastly experienced in the storage systems industry.
“On time and on schedule is not an aim, it is what we do!”
Stow Australia’s in-house installation team has over 70 years industry
experience. They have worked on some of Australia’s largest installations.
Safety is paramount at Stow and our installation teams are trained and have all
the appropriate licenses/tickets required for the installation of racking. With a
national coverage, Stow Australia can meet any needs in all areas of Australia.
We are committed to bringing our European rack across the nation.
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Service Inspections & Repairs

Our staff have a long-spanning career of
industry experience in racking, so we can
provide a superior level of after service care.

All businesses with pallet racking in their warehouse should be aware
of the Australia Standard AS4084-12 and understand that pallet
racking must have an inspection every 12 months.
Stow's specialty inspections & repairs team can perform a thorough
visual inspection, identify potential hazards, quote on repairs or load
signs that are required and issue a Certificate of Compliance once all
is satisfactory.
In the demanding warehouse space, hazards cannot be entirely
eliminated. Addressing issues early is the most efficient way for many
to be avoided. Regular racking inspections with our specialised
service staff will ensure this peace of mind.
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Make Goods

With over 30 years in the industry, Stow can
take care of the whole moving out process
and “Make Good” your warehouse.

Once it's time to change premises, Stow's specialised team can
decommission your facility so it is 100% ready for handover.
With over 30 years of industry experience, we can offer a
comprehensive range of Warehouse Maintenance Services.
So all you need to do is contact us to "Make Good" your warehouse.
A "Make Good” involves… Pallet racking removal and disposal,
warehouse floor rectification, coring and filling of floor bolts, painting,
repair of fixtures, general cleaning of amenities, removal of waste,
carpet steam cleaning, window cleaning, electrical and lighting
maintenance, fencing and bollard removal and much more.
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Success Stories

Techtronic Industries (TTI)
Sydney, New South Wales

Stow Australia installed a multi-faceted warehouse storage system to
accommodate for TTI's national product distribution center. TTI is a world-leading
supplier of Power Tools, Outdoor and Floor Care products, with powerful brands.
TTI's professional power tool division, Milwaukee, had their Job Site Solutions
("JSS") team work with Stow's installers to equip them with Milwaukee tools, which
were used throughout construction. Stow's national installation teams are now all
equipped with Milwaukee tools.
TTI's Managing Director, Mike Brendle was keen to move into the new DC in order
to take advantage of improved efficiencies, brought about by the storage
solutions installed by Stow.
The Eastern Creek site is over 40,000 sq. meters in area, a substantial space to
support TTI's continuous growth in Australia. The national DC includes over
52,000 pallet positions, featuring a combination of Drive In, Selective, Carton Live
Storage and Double Deep racking.
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